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Curacao, 9 December 2021

To:
EmuCasino

INCIDENT REPORT

Extended Incident Report – issue from 26.10.2021

Incident date: Game round 0006-51854269-1 at 2021-10-26 07:19:15 UTC

Customer affected: EmuCasino

Game affected: Prosperity Pearls

No of players affected: 1

Description of the incident:

On 26 October 2021, Volt Entertainment flagged suspicious game behaviour and launched a checking
procedure. The analysis of the discrepancies showed that the game might be the subject of a bug
causing its incorrect operation and a software malfunction.

We have detected that winnings achieved during the round 0006-51854269-1 ARE NOT LEGIT. Our
team found a bug allowing player for an extra spin during bonus. This player took advantage of this
bug which allowed him to reach multipliers way bigger than allowed in Game Rules.

The player reached multiplier x10946 when Game Rules clearly states that white pearls multipliers are
between 1x - 10x."

The game rules of the Prosperity Pearls are available any time for any player when clicking the “Game
Rules” function on the game panel. Based on the game rules, the maximum multiplier is set to 10x:



In the view, of the above the game awarded a winning that is not agreed in the game.



Suggested actions:

According to the game rules of Prosperity Pearls:
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.

Additionally, the Game rules provide the following:
In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are
rendered void and all affected bets refunded.



Given the above, the game bets and pay-outs affected by the malfunction are rendered void and all
affected bets should be refunded. No winnings should be paid to the player. Volt Entertainment
assumes no responsibility for any pay-out made to the player based on the above mentioned
incident.

Additional prevention activities:

To avoid a similar situation in the future operation, a development of an additional data integrity check
for games state has been scheduled and will be tested and introduced into the platform engine to avoid
uninitialized data in the game state.

Please note that we remain at your disposal to support you. Therefore, should you require anything,
please feel free to contact us. Please also note that any business matters related to the inconvenience
caused by the malfunction, can be discussed with our business team.


